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SIGNATURE TUNE:
ELAINE:

V!ell it is me again, Elaine Caul}.{.er, and today we E,re going
to talk about poetr~ something very close to my heart.
And the poetry we are going to talk about is the poetry
of one man . in particular; Kha.dan1bi Asalache.

I suppose for the majority of people poetry is still what

the poet sings or says direct to his audience on a particular
odcasion,
But that audience is always a very small one and
if the poet is after a larger one - perhaps even an inte±~
national audience - the poetry has to appear on the printed
page.
And if the imperfections are preserved as well as
the moments of real inspiration, at least there's the satisfaction of something tangible - a book to hold between your
very own hands.
"Sunset in Naivasha" is a recently published book of poems
by Khadambi Asalache and the pictures of Kenya that he
conveys in his poems are sharper because he is writing from
a distance, from London.
But not all of Asalache's poems
are about Kenya and things Kenyan.
One with the title
"The Birth of Shaka'' caugb t the attention of Anthony I'elius,
who is himself a poet.
He_ wondered wheth er the poem a r ose
out of interest iti the character of the famous Zulu leader
or from a wider interest Asalache has in the history of the
continent.
KHAI'A:rnI ASA LACHF :

interest in Shaka i~ as you, see in the poem, based on
his kind of life.
Firstly, I was fascinated by the fact
that the most powerful chief in the Zulu bistory was born
illegitimate and, at the same time, I read a book which
gives me a picture about his humanity..
And it seems to
me that there are twn strands when one is looking at this
one could immediately put into the picture, firstly, that
someone born, · someone who was rejected at the beginning when he was young he was mistreated and bis early life was
q_uite a difficult one - I felt that the driving force which
made him into a powerful chief was something which was
fascinating and I couldn't resist writing a poem about it.
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ANTHONY I'ELIUS:
Well, let's hear you read the poe.m.
"The Birth of Shaka" read by Khadambi Asalache
ELAINE:

"The Birth of Shaka".
I got a strong sense of the visual
in the poem and so I was interested to discover that Khadambi
Asalache first trained as an architect.
As he says , the
language of architecture is international but word les s .
Words came later for him and they first formed themselves
into a novel.
"The Calabash of Life II was published in
1967 and it was about that time that Khadambi began to use
poetry as a means of expression.

ASALACHE:

It took me quite a while to realise that I, not so much that
I could write poetry but that poetry was a medium in which
I probably could express myself more fully than in any other
medium .

DELIUS:

Better than in painting or in building?

ASALACHE:

Yes, indeed.

I'ELIUS:

And your first sort of exercise was really a!'nov.el, wasn 1 t it?

ASALACHE :

It was a novel and it was published i~ 1967.

DELIUS :

Was it well received?

ASALACHE:

Not initially.
It took, I think, ab0ut -a year before
anyone took notice of i~ but -oddly .enough I see that it has
gone into a fifth impression so I assume that.it has now
received some notice in certain quarters.

rELIUS:

Well that sounds very good. But you g.ive me the impression of
a man who finds himself being slowly -but surely moved towards
poetry a~l the time t0 writ~ng in verse, is that so?

ASALACHE:

I am not sure that I r.iove towards the verse form but rather
my disenchantment ·with other forms of expression and I
turn to poetry as a last resort.

DELIUS:

This is net a c_lose preference. . You feel you have to
move t ~ poetry to express ·yourself?
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I find that poetry doe~. express what I want to say very
clearly and, as you will probably appreciate, the difficulty
that many poets go through is being able to get their verse •••
trying to polish their verse so to speak, b·e ing able to
master the craft. and it is that which now and - again comes
between a poet and hii poetry. '. But I still find that it
is the craft which I am still trying to struggle with now
and then ...

DELIUS:

You want to write in English?
You don't have the feeling
that you would like to write in one of the African languages?

ASALACHF:

I would like to write in Swahili.

I'ELIUS:

Well they have . a great literature haven't they?

ASALACHE:

Yes.

I'ELIUS:

You were reared in Swahili, were you?
up in Swahili?

ASALACHE:

Yes, and I found that the only limitation that Swahili has
put to my writing and, in fact, I have tried one or tso
poems in Swahili is that Swahili is a conventional l anguage
and not many people apa~t from Shabaan Robert have been able
to develop Swahili into a vehicle of literature.
And most
of the poetry which is written in Swahili has tended to be
very formal and I find tbis rather inhibiting.

DELIUS:

You prefer the freedom which has grown up in the English
language?

ASALACHE:

I would say that I

prefer the freedom the English language
provides rather than to say that I prefer using English
because it gives me freedom.

I'FLIUS:

Yet you use English extraordinarily well I feel to show an
African mood . and particula.r:1y this pcem . c-f homecoming in your
book of verse called "Sunset in Naivasha 11 •
This one
particularly gives me the feeling of someone coming home
to Afr ica, coming back to his people as it were.
1· wond~r
whether you would mind reading this particular poem actually
to give an impression to our listeners of what sort poet you
are and what sort of feeling lies behind you.

Swahili has quite a body of poetry.

"The Home coming" by Khadambi Asalache

You were brought
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ELAINE;

"The Homecoming" from Khadambi Asalache 1 s collection of
poems, "Sunset in Na-ivasha". Ana earlier he was talking
to Tony Delius.
Now some quiet musi~ 't o end the programme today I think.
How about 'The Snake and the Frog, let me try and say
that in Swahili, , 'Nyoka na Chura' ' with the ~avoneo Success
Orchestra?
·
MUSIC - 'The Snake and the Frog '
I'll be back next week, of course, so I'm inviting you to
join me then for _a nother edition of "Arts and Africa".
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